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Character – Lesson 29 
Not Lazy 

 
Note: The practical applications provided in the lesson are offered as suggestions to help the saints in 
their preparation. They are not meant to direct or limit the ways in which the focus of the lesson can be 
applied. The saints are encouraged to pray and contact the Lord to receive His burden and guidance in 
teaching and applying the lesson. Fellowship with other saints, and inquiring of the children themselves, 
may also bring out many helpful applications. 
 
Lesson 
 
Verse:  “Go to the ant, you sluggard; / Consider its ways, and be wise” (Proverbs 6:6).   
 
Focus:  A sluggard is a lazy person who does not like to work hard. The Bible encourages us not to 

be lazy sluggards but to be like the ants that work so hard. Someone who is not lazy will 
always work hard and not take shortcuts.   

 
Practical Application: We can bring in pictures or videos of ants at work for the class to consider. 
Emphasize how the ants work hard every day for their entire colony. They work hard even without 
supervision. They prepare their food in summer and do not go hungry in winter. It would be wise for us to 
be the same way. We should not waste our time but work diligently at whatever task we are given.  
 
How can you work hard like an ant when your mom asks you to do something? Do you always clean up 
your toys and put them in their proper place or do you just pile them all under your bed? Do you put your 
dirty clothes in the laundry bin or do you leave them on the floor? In the morning, do you get up and get 
ready right away or do you lie in bed expecting your parents to change your clothes and get you out of 
bed? A person who is not lazy will always work hard and not take shortcuts. 
 
Suggested activities: Consider playing a game such as follow the leader, where the object of the game is 
to follow the leader like ants march in a line. If there is access to outdoor space, head outside to find some 
ants and observe them at work. 
 
Suggested craft: Ant Thumbprints - Give each child a piece of construction paper and an ink pad and let 
them put fingerprints on the piece of paper.  Then, let them use a marker or crayon to draw legs on their 
ants. 
 
Suggested songs: 4601 BSS Matthew Vol. 2, Song 25 (Make the Bed); 9032 BSS Go Jesus, Song 13 
(We're Gonna be God's Servin' Children); 178 (Through Me) 
 


